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Special Price $15,500
Retail Price $19,000

Specifications:

Year:  2015  

VIN:  57XAASFA0F5102317  

Make:  Polaris  

Stock:  15158  

Model/Trim:  SLINGSHOT  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Other  

Exterior:  GRAY  

Interior:  Black Leather  

Mileage:  33,397  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

Get ready to ignite your senses with the 2015 Polaris SLINGSHOT
Base! This unique, adrenaline-pumping vehicle is unlike any other on
the market. With a mileage of just 33,395 miles, this beauty has plenty
of life left to offer its next lucky owner. 

The 2015 Polaris SLINGSHOT Base is a true testament to the
innovative engineering and design prowess of Polaris. This vehicle is a
perfect blend of car and motorcycle, offering the thrill of open-air riding
with the stability of a car. Its distinctive three-wheel design guarantees a
one-of-a-kind experience that's sure to turn heads wherever you go. 

At the heart of this machine is a powerful engine that delivers an
exhilarating ride every time. The engine is reliable, robust, and ready to
deliver the performance you crave. Whether you're cruising down the
highway or tackling twisty back roads, the Polaris SLINGSHOT Base
offers a driving experience that's second to none.

The manufacturer options and packages on this model further enhance
its appeal. With Polaris, you can rest assured that every detail has been
meticulously designed and crafted for your comfort and convenience.
The SLINGSHOT Base is packed with thoughtful features that make
every ride an absolute pleasure. 

But it's not just about performance and features. The 2015 Polaris
SLINGSHOT Base also boasts a sleek, modern design that's sure to
make a statement. Its aggressive stance, bold lines, and distinctive
silhouette are a clear indication of the thrilling ride that awaits within. 

The 2015 Polaris SLINGSHOT Base is more than just a vehicle - it's a
lifestyle. It's for those who crave excitement, who yearn for adventure,
and who aren't afraid to stand out from the crowd. This is your chance
to own a piece of the action, to experience the thrill of the open road like
never before.

In conclusion, the 2015 Polaris SLINGSHOT Base is an exceptional
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In conclusion, the 2015 Polaris SLINGSHOT Base is an exceptional
vehicle that promises an unforgettable ride. It's in fantastic condition,
with a mileage that suggests it's been well cared for. It's a vehicle that's
been designed with the driver in mind, offering a unique blend of
performance, comfort, and style.

Don't miss this opportunity to own a 2015 Polaris SLINGSHOT Base.
It's not just a vehicle - it's an experience. An experience that promises
excitement, adventure, and the thrill of the open road. So why wait? The
ride of your life is just a test drive away. 

Remember, the 2015 Polaris SLINGSHOT Base isn't for everyone - it's
for the bold, the adventurous, and the thrill-seekers. If that sounds like
you, then this is the vehicle you've been waiting for. Don't let this
opportunity pass you by. The 2015 Polaris SLINGSHOT Base is waiting
for you.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 07/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options

Texas Star Motors

Snapshot

2015 POLARIS SLINGSHOT

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

2 Service history
records

6 Detailed records available

33,394 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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